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Relax in an onsen hot spring and enjoy time in Katsuragi! Fresh vegetables, etc. at low prices!

#062 #063

#061#060

A road station located at inbound PA on Keinawa Expressway. 
It houses a restaurant and sales local products; vegetables/
fruits, and processed local specialty items.
❖1271-28 Kasedahigashi, Katsuragi-cho　☎0736-22-7810

 Store: 7:00 - 19:00 (summer) 8:00 - 18:00 (winter) 

Dining: 10:00 - 19:00 (summer) 10:00 - 17:00 (winter)

Closed: None

MAP/P62.B-2

A road station located at outbound PA on Keinawa 
Expressway. It offers local vegetables, fruits, and 
souvenirs, but what you cannot miss is soft served 
ice cream using milk from Kimura Bokujo (see P29). 
❖1270-22 Kasedahigashi, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-22-8880　 9:00 - 20:00　Closed: None　

MAP/P62.C-3

#058
Katsuragi Onsen Happuno-Yu
This hot spring facility offers quintessential Japanese style 
indoor and outdoor roten hot springs, accommodating both 
day use and overnight guests. Its restaurant featuring locally-
produced ingredients is also very popular. It makes a great 
base location to tour around the Katsuragi area.

❖702 Saya, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-23-1126

10:00 - 22:00 (Last check-in at 21:00)

Closed: None　

MAP/P62.C-3

A road station along National Route 24. Its local produce 
store offers locally-grown vegetables, etc. at discounted 
prices. The very popular kakinoha-zushi is available at 
Mahoroba on the second floor.
❖487-2 Kubo, Katsuragi-cho　☎0736-22-0055

8:30～18:00 (Summer) 8:30～17:00 (Winter)    Closed: None

MAP/P62.D-2

Locally-grown fresh vegetables and fruits are available at 
affordable prices. You can get local info from shop keepers 
while chatting at the cafe section.
❖612-1 Nishiiburi, Katsuragi-cho　☎0736-22-7024

9:00 - 17:00　Closed: Wed

MAP/P62.A-7

Road Station Katsuragi Nishi Katsuragi Chamber of Commerce 
Antenna Shop, Road Station 
Katsuragi Nishi

Hit the green in Katsuragi!

#059

The golf club hosted a National Athletic Meet. Play a round 
of golf in this serene golf course adjacent to the choishi-michi 
pilgrimage route, surrounded by rich nature. 
❖166-6 Koda, Katsuragi-cho　☎0736-26-0141

MAP/P61.F-4

Kiikogen Golf Club

Road Station Kinokawa Manyo no SatoKaki no Chaya➊Indoor hot springs constantly draw abundant hot water from four source springs. 
The fifth source spring that is used for the large daiyokujo hot spring is sea water 
from tens of thousands of years ago called fossil salt water. ➋A guest room in its 
lodging Happu Bekkan. Each room has a private outdoor hot spring rotenburo. 
➌Rotenburo allows you to enjoy the scent of seasons.

➊

➋

➌

Trips are
 for hot 

springs 

and gourm
et meals!
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Check the latest info on fruit-picking on the Katsuragi Tourist Association website.
C l i c k !

    C l i c k !

Once you know which 
farm you would like to 
visit, call the farm to 
make a reservation. 

H E L L O !

* Weather and harvest conditions may 

end the season/day early. Make sure to 

book in advance. 

Wear comfortable 
clothes to visit the farm! Happy fruit-picking♪

Strawberry-picking　1/10 - 5/10
Ichigoland-Kapuri ☎0736-54-3506

Murata Farm ☎080-6155-8782

Tomato-picking　7/15 - 10/15
Yamamoto Farm ☎0736-26-0378

Nakamae Farm ☎0736-26-0409

Apple-picking 

Uegaito Farm ☎0736-22-2972 

Io Farm ☎0736-22-2466
Haseba Farm ☎0736-22-2344
Uegaito Farm ☎0736-22-2972

Sweet potato harvesting   9/29 - 11/20
Hyakka no Sato ☎0736-22-1135

#066

The Gose region in Katsuragi is a large grape 
producing district. Its big temperature drop from 
day to night results in high quality grapes. Enjoy 
juicy grapes.

Budo (grapes)

#064

Katsuragi is Japan’s top producer of persimmons. 
Most farms offer all-you-can-eat persimmon picking. 
Enjoy fresh, tree-ripened persimmons.

Kaki (persimmon)
#065

A princess in the fruit kingdom? Soft, sweet, and 
fresh. Katsuragi’s peaches are popular; they have 
been chosen as a thank-you gift to those who 
participated in the furusato tax system.

Momo (peach)

#068

Mascots for Katsuragi were born in 2008. Children 
love them at festivals and events. From left, Ichigo-
musume, Momo-hime, Kaki-oji, Nashi-jii, Pione-
taicho.
☎0736-22-0300 (Katsuragi Town Office)

Katsuragi’s mascots

Contact Katsuragi Tourist Association ☎0736-22-0300 
(C/O Tourism Office, inside the Industrial Tourism Division Katsuragi Town Office)

http://www.katsuragi-kanko.jp/fruitgari_kankonouen.html

Jabara-picking　1/8 - 1/30
Shinoka Farm ☎0736-22-5830

Peach-picking　6/25 - 8/13
Sakaguchi Farm ☎0736-22-4944
Nayama Farm ☎0736-22-2508
Hayashi Farm ☎0736-22-2072

Grape-picking 　
 8/1 - 8/25
Kado Farm ☎0736-22-1788

 8/22 - 9/25
Gose tourism information center 

☎0736-22-7737

Chestnut harvesting　9/12 - 10/8
Ura Farm ☎0736-26-0064

Ikeda Farm ☎0736-22-2019

Plum-picking　6/1 - 7/5
Sakaguchi Farm ☎0736-22-4944

Tone Farm ☎0736-25-0015

Pear-picking　8/10 - 9/27
Sakata Farm ☎0736-22-2129

Nayama Farm ☎0736-22-2508

Persimmon-picking　10/20 - 12/5
Onishi Farm ☎0736-22-5050
Sakaguchi Farm ☎0736-22-4944
Hayashi Farm ☎0736-22-2072
Kinoshita Farm ☎0736-22-1765

Nayama Farm  ☎0736-22-2508

Mikan orange-picking　10/1 - 12/15
Sakaguchi Farm ☎0736-22-4944

Hyakka no Sato ☎0736-22-1135

FRUIT-PICKING IN KATSURAGI
g o  f r u i t - p i c k i n g !

L e t ’ s

Seasonal delicacies are a gift of the earth

#067

The largest, latest fruit measurement center in 
western Japan. No public tours, but sales events are 
sometimes held during harvest seasons.
❖1847-3 Myoji, Katsuragi-cho   ☎0736-22-7802

MAP/P61.B-4

Katsuragi Chuo Sogo Senka-jo

(Tsugaru) 8/20 - 9/6

 (Fuji) 11/1 - 11/30

Simple 3 steps of fruit-picking
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You can read the poetry online below: 
http://www.katsuragi-kanko.jp/K/K-manyo.htm

Funaoka-yam
a sitting behind the K

ino-
kaw

a R
iver

Dabuton

Dabuton

Zabuton

Mastering its dialect will turn 
you into a Katsuragi expert?

Katsuragi is hot in summer! 

Katsuragi’s town emblem Katsuragi is a village from Manyoshu 
poems. Many poems in famous poetry 
anthologies were composed in Katsuragi.

Here is not so well-known trivia  
about Katsuragi!

First Kuroageha (Papilio protenor) 
in Japan found in Katsuragi

Some words and expressions that are commonly 
used among people in the same area, may not be 
understood by people from outside. There are such 
local dialects in Katsuragi and a greater Wakayama 
Kihoku region. You may have seen it on TV, but we 
pronounce “Za, Ji, Zu, Ze, Zo” sounds in standard 
Japanese as “Da, Di, Du, De, Do.” There are 
some unique endings we use, like “○○rehen,” or 
“○○yassho.”
Example)  These rules will turn Zabuton to Dabuton, 

Dekinai to Dekirehen, and Sodayo to 
Soyassho.

A monitoring station in recorded the 

highest temperature of 40.6ºC  on 

August 8, 1994. This is the sixth 

highest temperature on record. 

Please prepare yourself when you 

visit us in midsummer.

It is a design of the letter か(Ka) in 
the name Katsuragi. The overall 
design represents our spirit of peace 
and advancement, with the circle 
symbolizing friendship and love 
and unity, the wings embodying 
eternal development and boundless 
progress. 
(Established on November 1, 1959)

Manyoshu contains 15 poems on Seno-yama and 
Imono-yama (the current Seno-yama mountain in 
Katsuragi). This is the second largest number of 
Manyoshu poems after depictions of Tsukuba-san 
mountain in Ibaraki Prefecture (25 poems).

１．これやこの　大和にしては　吾が恋いふる	 	
	 紀路にありとふ　名に負ふ背の山　（１－３５）
２．背の山に　直に向へる　妹の山　
	 事許せやも　打橋渡す　（７－１１９３）
３．妹に恋ひ　我が越え行けば　背の山の　
	 妹に恋ひずて　あるがともしさ　（７－１２０８）
４．人ならば　母の最愛子そ　あさもよし　
	 紀の川の辺の　妹と背の山　（７－１２０９）
５．勢能山に　黄葉常敷く　神岡の　
	 山の黄葉は　今日か散るらむ　（９－１６７６）

Namiageha (Papilio xuthus) with distinctive yellow and 

black striped wings were common, but its all-black 

variation, Kuroageha, was discovered in Katsuragi in 

August 2005 for the first time in Japan. It was the 

first all-black butterfly in Japan, and its supposed 

cause is mutation. It was first found in a greenhouse 

for Unshu Mikan oranges. A researcher at the 

Wakayama Prefectural Museum of Natural History 

then commented that a 

recessive gene may have 

manifested itself in the 

enclosed environment of 

the greenhouse.
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#071This kusunoki camphor tree is the largest tree in Wakayama, 
designated a natural monument by the prefecture. The 
circumference of the tree trunk is over 13 m, and its height 
reaches 20 m. It is believed to be over 600 years old. While the 
tree is now situated within the small temple ground of Myorakuji, 
there were other temples; Yakushi-do, Dainichi-do, and Jigose-
myojin which enshrined 15 deities nearby. The tree's name 
Jigose no Kusunoki came from having been referred as the 
Kusunoki of Jigose-myojin.
A typhoon broke one of the large branches once, but it has 
recovered to the present shape since then.

Katsuragi Park, known for its cherry trees 
planted on the banks of the Kino-kawa River, 
offers public sports facilities including tennis 
courts, pool, and gymnasium. What catches 
your attention the most is the 18 m-tall, 
Heiwa Kinen Zo (Peace Memorial Statue). It 
was designed by sculptor Ryumon Yasuda. 
With help from Foreign Minister Aiichiro 
Fujiyama of the day, pebbles with a history 
were collected from 44 countries in the world 
to be embedded into its foundation stone.

Cycling on the cycling road along 
the Kino-kawa River gives you a 
good view for easy riding. The trail 
connects Wakayama to Hashimoto. 
The flat route makes it a great 
cycling road even for beginners.
☎0736-22-0300　
Katsuragi Town Office, Industrial 
Tourism Division

MAP/P62.C-5, etc.

#069

❖Kasedahigashi, Katsuragi　

MAP/P62.C-2

Jigose no Kusunoki
#070

❖2530-10 Chonomachi, Katsuragi-cho

MAP/P62.C-6

Katsuragi Koen Heiwa Kinen Zo

Cycling Road

SIGHTS TO SEE IN KATSURAGI

From 2 m above the ground, 8 large branches spread in every direction, giving the impression of a forest. It is located just north side of the Kaseda 
Elementary School, whose school song sings about the great tree.

Katsuragi Park is known for its beautiful cherry blossoms. In spring, it will be covered with cherry trees in bloom. It makes a beautiful photo shot 
with the white jizo statue.

The great kusunoki camphor tree, 
considered the largest in the Kinki region, 
looks like a forest on its own.

The statue is dedicated to the war 
dead, and to pray for world peace.

You’ll f
eel like walking along with

perfe
ct days for taking a photo

Look for the 

blue line!
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➊

➋

➌

Niusakadono-jinja is one of the Niu Shrines dedicated to 
Niutsuhime-no-Okami and Koya-myojin. It is a World Heritage Site 
as part of Koya Sankei-michi Pilgrimage Route Mitani-zaka Slope. 
The great ginkgo tree, located right of the haiden prayer hall. The 
shrine looks even more magical when the area gets covered with 
a bright yellow carpet of fallen ginkgo leaves in late fall. There is 
Kama Hachiman-gu Shrine behind the shaden, which has the 
sacred ichiigashi oak tree. This great oak tree is stabbed with a 
great number of sickles. Worshipers drive in sickles as they make 
a wish for good health, a child, or academic success. It has an 
almost overwhelming atmosphere.

Mitani-zaka slope is also called chokushi-zaka slope as it was used 
by chokushi (emperor’s messengers). Even with the sharp incline, 
it was supposedly preferred, as a shorter route, than choishi-michi. 
It is also a very historically significant path from the Heian period; 
emperor’s son Kakuho-hosshinno of Ninnaji Temple frequently used 
it. Important historical structures along the path such as kasaishi 
and hokire-jizo remain in place in an extremely good condition.
In 2016, it attracted much attention when the World Heritage Site 
registration has added the path, Niusakadono-jinja, and hokire-
jizo as part of the Sacred Sites and Pilgrimage Routes in the Kii 
Mountain Range.

#072

❖631 Mitani, Katsuragi-cho
MAP/P62.C-7

Niusakadono-jinja no 
Oicho

#073

❖ Niusakadono-jinja Shrine - 
Niutsuhime-jinja Shrine - Koya Sankei-
michi Choishi-michi Pilgrimage Route

MAP/P61.D-3, etc.

Koya Sankei-michi 
Mitani-zaka

The oicho ginkgo tree is 5 m in trunk circumference, with the height close to 30 m. The best time to see the tree is late fall, usually around 
November. When lit up, it looks elegant and magical. Niusakadono-jinja Shrine is said to have been named after the first sake offering made to 
Niutsuhime-no-Okami when the deity first descended to the land.

➊A 3-faced sculptured stature of Nyorai, called Hokire-jizo from the crack that appear to cut her cheek. Mitani-zaka Slope may be older than 
Choishi-michi as the slope had been used by Shinto priests from Niutsuhime-jinja Shrine. ➋This kasaishi flat-cone shaped capping stone is 
thought to be the origin of toba stupa stone. ➌Namida-iwa rock is said to never dry up even under the scorching sun.

The lit-up oicho (great oicho ginkgo tree) 
looks elegant.

Ancient pilgrimage path connecting 
Amano and Kinokawa river area, 
leading to the Mount Koya Choishi-
michi Pilgrimage Route

You’ll f
eel like walking along with

     
      

       
          

      perfect days for taking a photo

SIGHTS TO SEE IN KATSURAGI
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#074 #077

In 1707, Saizo Ohata worked to build irrigation canals under an order 
of Yoshimune Tokugawa, then the lord of the Kishu Domain. The most 
challenging part was the Tatsunotoi aqueduct bridge crossing over the 
Anabushi-gawa River.  * Nationally registered tangible cultural properties

❖Takada, Katsuragi

MAP/P61.D-1

In 773, Wake-no-Kiyomaro transferred Hachiman-gu Shrine and named 
Hachimansan. The current shaden building was rebuilt in 1614. The 
honden main shrine building is a designated nationally important cultural 
property, and its higashi-dono and nishi-dono are both designated 
prefectural cultural properties.
❖ 56 Hagihara, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-3734

MAP/P62.C-2

Odaiyosui Tatsunotoi Horaisan-jinja

#075 #078#076 #079　

Yakushi no Taki Falls have easy access to allow 
visitors to see the waterfall. It is not big but it is 
a beautiful waterfall, facing Yakushi-do as if it is 
protecting the building.
❖Higashishibuta, Katsuragi

MAP/P62.E-3

Ezu painting of medieval village scenery, owned 
by Horaisan-jinja Shrine, is a designated national 
cultural property. It is featured in textbooks in 
junior high and high schools. 
❖ 56 Hagihara, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-3734

MAP/P62.C-2

Katsuragi has many wells approved by the Ministry 
of the Environment. One such well is Taishi-ido, 
which is said to spring out from the location where 
the monk Kukai struck with his staff.
❖ Taira, Takada, Mijikano, and Hanazono Nakaminami 

in Katsuragi

MAP/P61.B-2,B-3,K-5,P62.D-1　

A water canal where the Crown Prince visited. A 
total length of approximately 5 km, a designated 
prefectural cultural property. Saint Mongaku of 
Kyoto Jingo-ji Temple is said to be the developer.
❖Kasedanaka, Kasedahigashi, and Hagihara in Katsuragi

MAP/P62.C-2

Yakushi no Taki Kiinokuni Kasedanosho EzuKatsuragi no Meisui Chusei Nokoyo Suiro Ato Mongakuyu

It is still in use as an irrigation canal for the rice paddy area on the 
right side of the Kino-kawa River, and everyday pathway for the local 
residents. It was repaired to its current brick and stone structure in 1919.

The year 2016 celebrated its Shosengu, 
the shrine grounds looked beautiful after 
thorough maintenance work.
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You’ll feel like walking along with

      
         

                     perfect days for taking a photo

#080 #084

#082 #086

#081 #085

#083 #087     

A small island in the Kino-kawa River. It is known 
for kanpaku (chief adviser to the Emperor) 
Fujiwara-no-Yorimichi stopping by for boating, 
on the way back from visiting Koya for worship. 
Itsukushima-jinja Shrine dedicated to Benzai-ten 
is located on the island.
❖447 Shima, Katsuragi-cho

MAP/P62.D-1

Suneko refers to sune (knee/shin). It is said that 
the rock relieved pain from the monk Kukai on 
a walking pilgrimage in his tired leg miraculously 
when he placed his knee on the dent of the rock.
❖ Shinjo, Katsuragi

MAP/P60.H-3

A famous historical highway connecting 
Wakayama and Yamato regions, long used for 
significant events such as pilgrimage to Ise and 
traveling for sankin-kotai (for daimyo's alternate-
year residence in Edo). Many cultural heritage 
sites still remain from those days on the highway.

MAP/P62.D-1, etc.

The shrine is founded on a legend in which an 
ari (ant) was used to solve a difficult problem of 
stringing a thread through a ball with a hole that 
winds around seven times inside. It enshrines 
Omoikane-no-Mikoto, a deity of wisdom.

❖ 790 Higashishibuta, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-3400

MAP/P62.D-3

North of Funaoka-yama borders Seno-yama, the 
southern tip of Kinai specified under the Taika 
no Kaishin no Mikotonori (Taika Reforms Edict). 
The two peaks at the top are called Imose-yama. 
(Other theories exist) It is a Manyoshu utamakura, a 
geographical name quoted in waka poetry, with 15 
poems composed over tanka and choka poems.

MAP/P62.C-1　

It enshrines the rock that believed to have been 
used by a hunter, who had guided monk Kukai to 
Mount Koya, to sharpen his arrow-head. This is 
because the legend says that it was in fact Kariba 
(Koya) Myojin (a gracious deity) who appeared as 
the hunter. 
❖ Kyoraji, Katsuragi

MAP/P62.D-7

This ancient temple even has a mention in the 
book of Kii Zoku Fudoki. It is famous to grant 
easy deliveries, for which many pilgrims pay a 
visit even from Sennan areas. Enshrined dainichi-
nyorai zazo was made in the late Heian period.
❖939 Shinjo, Katsuragi-cho

MAP/P60.H-3

Remains of one of the largest Jomon-period pit 
houses in West Japan were discovered in 2008. 
The size of the house is unparalleled in western 
Japan, with a diameter of an impressive 15 m.
❖ Nakaiburi and Myoji in Katsuragi

MAP/P62.A-8
*  Photo provided by Wakayama Prefectural Cultural 

Property Center

Funaoka-yama Suneko-ishi

Yamato-kaido Aritoshi-jinja

Imose-yama Kariba-myojin Yane Togiishi

Shogaku-ji Nakaiburi Iseki
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Thinking about the 
future of our children 

Passing the tradition 
of formal Japanese 
coiffure to coming 
generations

Our PeopleOur People

#088 #089

He takes care of a Family Home 
for up to 6 children accredited 
by Wakayama Prefecture. He is 
engaged in all activities associated 
with child care.
❖533-1 Shinjo, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-26-0855

MAP/P60.H-3

Some Japanese traditions are 
gradually fading away. One such 
tradition is Japanese coiffure 
(Nihon-gami). Tomiyo explains that 
passing this tradition on to coming 
generations is her mission.
❖391-3 Kasedahigashi, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-2481 (Hair salon Tae)

MAP/P62.C-3

He has received many awards, including the 34th Matsutaro Shoriki Award 
(youth encouragement award), award for excellence in Kinki Rokin NPO 
Award 2010, grand prize for the 28th Ningenryoku Taisho award by the Junior 
Chamber International Japan, Prime Minister’s Encouragement Award, and 
NHK Japan Broadcasting Corporation Award.

Each traditional Japanese hairstyle identified who 
the person was; there were distinctive styles that 
differentiated a maiko from taifu, and women who 
were unmarried, married, or widowed.

Ryushin Yasutake Tomiyo Komori

Kodomonotera Dogaku-ji Temple is located in the Shinjo region 
nestled at the foot of Mount Koya. Ryushin Yasutake, the chief 
priest of the temple, and his wife started their work related to 
foster care in 2006, and expanded their involvement by providing 
a new Family Home (under the small-scale family-type foster 
care program) in 2016.
One of the reasons that moved them to become foster parents 
was the awareness and concern they started to have in relation 
to environments surrounding children after having their first 
daughter. Ryushin comments: “We decided to take in children 
who could not live with their families for various reasons, and 
become foster parents to be there for them. I must admit that we 
were filled with concern and uncertainty, because we ourselves 
were new parents to begin with.” However, fellow residents were 
excited to hear the voices of children in the village; they have had 
experience in taking care of children during sanson ryugaku (rural 
area nature camps) in the past.
“They donated vegetables they grew, they treated our foster 
children as my own. It was truly made possible by the help we 
received from our neighbors. We also live with our biological child. 
I see positive effects, maybe something like that encourages 
mutual growth in them. It is our hope to be there for adolescent 
youths and work with them as a Family Home,” he added.

Nihon-gami was always her dream. Even after becoming a beautician, she always wanted to master 
traditional hairstyles. Tomiyo recalls: “When I reached 40, I realized this might be my last chance to try 
this. So, I went to study under the master hair dresser Mr. Tetsuo Ishihara. My long-held admiration then 
became a sense of mission; to pass the tradition of Nihon-gami, with its history and culture, on to coming 
generations. It was not easy though, it took me about three years to master even just its basic style.”
There are many Japanese-style-looking hairdos. But she is captivated by the true, authentic Nihon-gami. 
She continues: “there were no pictures from the Edo period we can refer to. People had painstakingly 
studied Ukiyoe portraits to reproduce these Nihon-gami styles.

Mr. Ishihara shared with me what is involved in Nihon-gami, and 
I have started to believe that we need to be faithful to the basics, 
and not give a twist lightly to the verified styles.” Tomiyo has been 
volunteering to archive Nihon-gami styles by holding photo sessions, 
etc. Not Nihon-gami that you just put on as a wig like a hat, but tie 
up your own hair to make the perfect Nihon-gami. It is indeed true 
Japanese beauty, which we all want to experience personally as 
Japanese women.
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Safe and secure 
Made in Japan 
products 

Never become 
passive in R&D

Our companies Our People

#091 #092

Mr. Nenji Kobayashi is a quiet gentleman, an 
actor who plays many roles on TV dramas 
especially notable as a detective. He has also 
been ranked high on a favorite male talent 
ranking nationally. He is originally from Kaseda in 
Katsuragi, and now also serves as a Katsuragi 
tourism ambassador.

When he was working as a newspaper reporter in Osaka, he 
proposed a national baseball championship for then junior 
high school baseball teams, which later became the summer 
Koshien national high school baseball championship. At the 
1951 championship game, the Japan High School Baseball 
Federation awarded him a distinguished contribution award 
as the father of the baseball tournament. Born in Kaseda.

Nenji Kobayashi Mokkoku Tamura

#090
Kimiko Kishida

Kimiko has long supported delivery and child-rearing in Katsuragi 
as a midwife. The number of babies she has helped reaches 
4,000. Some of the residents enlisted Kimiko’s help in welcoming 
three generations of their family members. Kimiko, now 95, still 
energetically gives lectures at Kosodate Sukusuku Kyoshitsu 
(healthy parenting class) held at the Katsuragi Town Office. Kimiko 
says: “Some pregnant women tell me that just seeing me make 
them feel like their bodies are getting ready to nurse their new 
babies,” with a warm, and cheerful smile.

It is a company with long history, founded in the early 1900s. It holds the 
largest shares in chopstick wrapper production in Japan. The company 
has factories located not only in Wakayama, but in Hokkaido, Tohoku 
and Kyushu, and built trust based on its advanced printing technology 
and thorough, comprehensive hygiene control. It also boasts top sales 
nationally in wet wipes and paper napkins. Competing with cheap 
foreign made products, its strengths are based on the safety and 
security assurance of Made-in-Japan products, and it is aggressively 
expanding to overseas markets. It is a leading company in Wakayama.

Rice and rice bran have always been close to the lives of Japanese 
people. TSUNO produces different rice products including cooking 
oil, cosmetics, medicine, and industrial raw materials, based on its 
scientific research on rice.
Its signature product, rice bran oil, is said to have rich antioxidant 
contents and excellent thermal stability, allowing it to maintain quality 
after repeated use. Its original product, rice bran oil fused with locally-
produced budo-sansho pepper, has won three product categories in 
the Food Action Nippon Award 2013.

#094

A leading corporation in 
Wakayama, with 400 employees 
nationwide and annual sales over 
10 billion yen. It has top shares 
in Japan for wet wipes, and 
chopstick wrappers reaching 
over 50%.

❖ 464 Myoji, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-3000

MAP/P62.B-7

Components in rice bran oil 
are claimed to be effective in 
promoting health and beauty, 
and have positive effect in 
anti-aging and arteriosclerosis. 
Passionate about the natural 
power contained in rice bran, 
TSUNO continues to pursue 
new product development. 

❖ 94 Shinden, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-22-0061

MAP/P62.B-6

#093

Chopstick wrapper 
by Mizobata Shiko 
Printing Co., Ltd.

Rice bran oil by 
TSUNO Co., Ltd.

Mizobata Shiko Printing has 

a nationwide network of its 

offices, from Hokkaido to 

Tohoku, Kanto, Chubu, and 

Kyushu as well as Kansai, 

to meet the needs of its 

customers.

TSUNO was founded in 

February 1947 as a wheat 

mill factory designated by 

the Ministry of Agriculture 

and Forestry, and launched 

its rice bran oil production 

in 1960.

February 7th, 1941 - January 1st, 1889 – June 6th, 1964
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* Once you set the date of fruit-picking, call West Coast (P23) or Bistro Isaki (P24). Buy the strawberries you need and bring them to the shop.

We feature 5 model courses to assist you in planning a quick trip to Katsuragi. You can adjust 

the courses to fit your interest. We hope you will get to see best parts of Katsuragi.

Koya
Historical religious and environmental 
city in the sky, located at an altitude 
of 800 m. A sacred site that is always 
filled with many worshippers and 
tourists.

Kudoyama
The Taiga historical drama series 
Sanadamaru made the father and 
son, Masayuki and Yukimura Sanada, 
heroes. They lived here over ten years.

Hashimoto
A new specialty dish is Hashimoto 
Omuretsu (fried rice wrapped in thin 
omelet) made generously with local 
products. Try different restaurants 
for their own taste on the dish.

Niutsuhime-jinja

Katsuragi Chamber of 
Commerce Antenna Shop

Hotaru (firefly)

▲
▲

▲
▲

▲

▲
▲

▲

▲
▲

▲

▲
▲

▲

▲
▲

▲
▲

▲
▲

▲
▲

▲
▲

Koya Sankei-michi 
Choishi-michi

Kyoryu Land

Strolling the Country of Amano

Hoshizora no Tsudoi

Café Kyakuden

BBQ & Playing in River

Amano Bongu

Hanazono Trekking Courses Kaho no Sato

Sanso Ama no Sato

Moriguchi Furusatomura

Relax in Amano. Enjoy gourmet meals, see the enchanting hotaru (fireflies).

Immerse in the season of fall in Shigo, the hometown of kushigaki.

Romanticize the ancient days, while walking the Yamato-kaido Highway.

Invited by warm spring rays, fruit-picking is in session. 

Let’s go find dinosaurs in Hanazono, and fully enjoy outdoor activities.

An extra excursion will take you to these amazing places

Enjoy the town of Katsuragi♪

MODEL COURSE

Kushigaki no Sato

Katsuragi Koen

Yamato-kaido

Strolling the Country of Sigo

Konnyaku Kobo

Jigose no Kusunoki

Persimmon-picking or  
Mikan orange-picking

Strawberry-picking

Horaisan-jinja & Mongakuyu

Niusakadono-jinja no Oicho

Strawberry-picking and 
Sweets Collaboration

Road Station Kinokawa 
Manyo no Sato

Shofukutei

Isaki-tei

Happuno-Yu

Clean air and energy will empower you for this 
wonderful trip♪

Visit hot new spots. Fill yourself up at a 
restaurant featuring local produce.

Wander around our best cherry blossom 
spot. Who knew walking could be this 
fun?

You may even hear the bustling voices 
from the old days when you walk on the 
old streets.

Stroll the town painted in amber-colored 
kushigaki. Quaint, nostalgic scenery heals 
our minds.

Lunch in clean, crisp air surrounded by 
greenery. Don’t forget souvenirs.

Therapeutic nature spot, loved and 
nurtured by the local residents.

Can’t miss fruit-picking in the Fruit 
Kingdom.

All-you-can-eat freshly picked strawberries. 
Look out for special sweets collaboration 
projects.

You don’t want to miss historical old 
shrines and water canals.

Ginkgo leaves in bright yellow covers 
the shrine grounds like a carpet.

The strawberries you personally picked 
are transformed into delicious desserts! *

Huge selection of local produce and 
specialties. Don’t forget souvenirs.

Hungry? Stop at a popular Chinese eatery. 
Wakayama ramen is classic.

Want to relax in a home in France?

A soak in hot springs with a constant 
natural water-flow, and a digging into 
the rich harvest from the mountains and 
clean rivers equal happiness.

Get ingredients at the road station for BBQ. 
Amazing selections of local, fresh vegetables.

Gentle lights surround you in this hotaru 
paradise. This is like a dream world♪

Fireworks in the mountains. Feels like I can 
almost touch the fireworks. * Held on 8/15 
annually.

Walking the path monk Kukai walked. Imagine 
how people back then felt walking on this path. 

Dinosaurs and mystical experience in Gokuraku-
do. A trip in time from our daily lives.

Savor the scenery, take a slow morning walk. 
You can rent a bicycle at Sanso Ama no Sato. 

5 courses to enjoy nature in Hanazono. Take 
your time, enjoy at your own pace.

Feels like visiting my grandma’s house. Fluffy, 
perfect bowl of rice, Itadakimasu! 

It tastes better when you eat in nature♪

Having soba noodle in Amano’s nature, 
heavenly. Forget time, and relax.

Refresh in the natural hot springs, and enjoy a 
meal made with the freshest seasonal ingredients.

We are staying at an amazing auberge located in a 
nature-rich mountain village.

Staying at a cottage is like staying in my own 
vacation home. Or, try old minka lodging for a 
country experience. 

50 min by car 12 min by car 15 min by car

P07

P35

P08

P55

P05

P11

P04

P13

P09

P12

P09

P12

P08

P20

P41

P46

P16

P22

P40

P36

P36

P45

P42

P24

P35

P26

P34

P12

Train＋Overnight stay

Car＋Overnight stay

Car＋Day trip

Car＋Day trip

Train＋Day trip

１st.
DAY

１st.
DAY

2nd.
DAY

2nd.
DAY
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０℃

Cold days in winter sometimes have 
a low temperature below freezing.

We can have some chilly 
days. We may have snowfall 
in the mountain region. Bring 
protection from the cold; boots, 
scarves, and down jackets.

Maybe the most comfortable 
season of the year, with some 
warm days. We still have some 
chilly days, bring a light coat.

Temperature rises over 30 
degrees on some days, UV-
protection required. Hats and 
long-sleeved shirts may help 
against sunburn.

Late summer heat continues. 
Some mountainous areas may 
see temperature drops. Layers 
of clothes for easy adjustment 
works best.

Early winter may still have warm 
days. Bring warm jackets since 
the temperature drastically 
drops after sundown.

Both humidity and temperature 
get quite high. In addition to 
sun and UV protection, make 
sure to hydrate yourself well.

Best season to visit with 
beautiful cherry blossoms.

The mountain will be colored 
in burnt red from kushigaki.

Mid-summer activities, 
river and camping.

10℃

20℃

30℃
Average temp. in Katsuragi Precipitation in Katsuragi

300mm

200mm

100mm

0mm

High 9.5℃
Low 0.4℃

High 19.7℃
Low 2.2℃

High 27.3℃
Low 12.0℃

High 32.9℃
Low 21.2℃

High 28.4℃
Low 11.7℃

High 16.6℃
Low 1.6℃

Measuring station: average data in Katsuragi (1981 to 2010 from the Japan Meteorological Agency website)

Strawberry 

Jabara Plum Pear Persimmon

Apple (Fuji)Apple (Tsugaru)

Chestnut

Tomato

Mikan orange

Sweet potatoesGrapes

Peach

C l i m a t e  D a t a

F R U I T & E V E N T  C A L E N D A R

These charts on local temperature and precipitation will help you choose comfortable clothing for 
each month. Use as a reference when you are planning a trip to Katsuragi.

Fruit harvesting and event schedules. Contact the specific event to participate. 

▲

▲

T R A V E L  C A L E N D A R

Contact Katsuragi Kanko Kyokai
☎0736-22-0300 (Inside the Industrial Tourism Division, Katsuragi Town Office)
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#095

#100

The largest autumn event 
held in Katsuragi Park, 
featuring local specialties in 
commerce and industry and 
in agriculture and forestry. 
Many people flock to the 
event for dance and mini live 
music performances held at a 
special stage, and a rigorous 
4-hour three-wheeler race at 
a site near the river.
❖Katsuragi Park Field
☎0736-22-0300
(Katsuragi Industrial Festival 
Executive Committee)

MAP/P62.C-6

Katsuragi Natsu 
Matsuri

Katsuragi 
Sangyo Matsuri

#096

#099

#097 #098

In this marathon, participants run along 
the Kino-kawa River that inspired poems 
in Manyoshu. It also offers different 
courses to accommodate people with 
different stamina and age, in addition to 
a relay style marathon event.
❖Ito Water Purification Center (start/goal)
☎0736-22-1023 (Ikora Club (NPO))
MAP/P62.D-2

It may be uncommon anywhere else, 
but Katsuragi decorates its festivals 
with flags of all nations. Some say 
that the custom stuck after the flags 
were used one time for town athletics 
meets and left for the festival that was 
to be held afterwards. It looks rather 
eclectic.

A fireworks festival held in the mountains. 
Powerful sound from the launching of 
fireworks roars and echoes through the 
mountains. Night stalls line the grounds 
where you can join the bon dancing, to 
create a lively, exciting summer night.
❖Kongo Ryokuchi Hiroba, Katsuragi
☎0737-26-0321 (Hanazono Branch, Katsuragi Town Office)
MAP/P60.K-5

This is a bon-odori dancing song 
that most town residents have heard 
of or danced to before. It is in fact 
sung by the famous Enka singer, 
Harumi Miyako, one of the most 
representative singers from the Showa 
period who still continues to perform. 
Shosuke Ichikawa, who created many 
hit songs, composed the music.

The big summer event 
with bon-odori dances 
and taiko performances, 
night stalls are also very 
popular. The fireworks 
over the Kino-kawa 
riverbed are truly 
breathtaking.
❖Katsuragi Park Field

☎0736-22-0300
(Katsuragi Summer Festival 
Executive Committee)

MAP/P62.C-6

Kinokawa Manyo no Sato Marathon

Bankokki (flags of all nations)

Hoshizora no Tsudoi Katsuragi Ondo

Fun events in 
Katsuragi

E V E N T

Katsuragi hosts unique events 

throughout the year, from historical 

festivals that are filled with romantic 

adventures, to harvesting of seasonal 

fruits. This section features events and 

festivals that welcome participation from 

visitors, in addition to local residents.

* Event dates may change by year. 

Please check with event organizers 

online or by phone.

8月

Aug.

Aug.

11月10月

Nov.

Nov.Oct.

1 3 5 7 9 112 4 6 8 10 12
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A C C E S S  M A P

■Contact info for Katsuragi

Katsuragi Town Office ☎0736-22-0300
Hanazono Branch ☎0737-26-0321
Katsuragi Tourist Association ☎0736-22-0300

Katsuragi

About 40 min by car from Kansai International Airport.  
The new Nabetani Tunnel on National Route 480 has brought 
Katsuragi much closer to the world.

Driving makes sightseeing in Katsuragi and the neighboring area easy.  
Rich nature in the mountains and along the rivers and refreshing air will make your drive 
very relaxing and enjoyable.

Wakayama is home to great tourist attractions  
including World Heritage Site Mount Koya and the Nanki Resort Shirahama area.  
Take another excursion to these places while you are here.

How to get to Katsuragi

H o w  t o  g e t  t h e r e

From where How 

Tokyo

Mount 
Koya

Osaka 

Wakayama 
City 

Kyoto 

Nara 

Shirahama 

Kobe 

◇If you are visiting from far away, please fly in (to Kansai International Airport), transfer to JR trains or rent a car to visit us.
◇To Hanazono region:  take a community bus from the JR Wakayama Line Kaseda Station to its last stop Hanazono (70 min) 

Or, take a bus bound for Okuno-in from Nankai Koya Line to the Senju-in stop; transfer to an Arida 
Tetsudo bus and get off at its last stop Hanazono (50 min from Mount Koya)

Katsuragi Community Bus
The community bus serves two stations on JR Wakayama 
Line (Myoji/Kaseda), to connect to different areas in the 
town including Amano, Shigo, and Hanazono.
■Fares: adult (junior high school or older) 150 yen, child 80 yen
See the community bus website for schedules and routes.

Other transportation 
■For taxi/

　Ariko Taxi (0736-22-3333)
■For charter bus/
　 Please contact below when planning a 

group trip.
　Hinomaru Kanko Bus (0120-77-6366)

Tokyo Station → (Shinkansen) → Shin-Osaka Station → (Osaka City Midosuji Line) → Nanba Station → 

(Nankai Koya Line) → Hashimoto Station → (JR Wakayama Line) → Myoji Station/Kaseda Station

Haneda Airport → (airplane) → Kansai International Airport=Kansai Airport Station → (JR Kansai Airport 

Line/Hanwa Line) → Wakayama Station → (JR Wakayama Line) → Myoji Station/Kaseda Station

Osaka Station → (Osaka Loop Line) → Shin-Imamiya Station → (Nankai Koya Line) → Hashimoto Station 

→ (JR Wakayama Line) → Myoji Station/Kaseda Station

Osaka → (Kinki Expressway) → Matsubara JCT → (Hanwa Expressway) → Kishiwada-Izumi IC → (National 

Routes 170/480) → Katsuragi

Nara Station → (JR Yamatoji Line) → Oji Station → (JR Wakayama Line) → Myoji Station/Kaseda Station

Nara → (Keinawa Expressway/National Route 24) → Gojo-kita IC → (Keinawa Expressway) → Kihoku-Katsuragi IC/Katsuragi-nishi IC

Kyoto Station → (JR Kyoto Line) → Osaka → (Osaka City Midosuji Line) → Nanba Station → (Nankai Koya 

Line) → Hashimoto Station → (JR Wakayama Line) → Myoji Station/Kaseda Station

Kyoto → (Hanshin Expressway) → Kadoma JCT → (Kinki Expressway) → Matsubara JCT → (Hanwa 

Expressway) → Kishiwada-Izumi IC → (National Routes 170/480) → Katsuragi

Sannomiya Station → (JR Hankyu/Hanshin) → Osaka → (Osaka City Midosuji Line) → Nanba Station → 

(Nankai Koya Line) → Hashimoto Station → (JR Wakayama Line) → Myoji Station/Kaseda Station

Kobe → (Hanshin Expressway Wangan Route) → Izumisano JCT → (Hanwa Expressway) → Sennan IC → 

(Prefectural Route 63) → Iwadenegoro IC → (Keinawa Expressway) → Kihoku-Katsuragi IC/Katsuragi-nishi IC

Myoji Station/Kaseda Station → (JR Wakayama Line) → Hashimoto Station → (Nankai Koya Line) → 

Gokurakubashi Station → (Nankai Mount Koya Cable Car Line) → Koyasan Station

Katsuragi → (National Route #480 → #370 → #480) → Mount Koya

Myoji Station/Kaseda Station → (JR Wakayama Line) → Wakayama Station

Kihoku-Katsuragi IC → (Keinawa Expressway) → Wakayama JCT → (Hanwa Expressway) → Wakayama IC

Myoji Station/Kaseda Station → (JR Wakayama Line) → Wakayama Station → (Special Express Kuroshio) → Shirahama Station

Kihoku-Katsuragi IC → (Keinawa Expressway) → Wakayama JCT → (Hanwa Expressway) → Nanki-Tanabe IC

4 hr 30 min 

1 hr 15 min 

1 hr 50 min 

1 hr

3 hr

1 hr 40 min 

1 hr 10 min 

2 hr 

2 hr

3 hr 30 min

50 min 

50 min

2 hr 45 min 

2 hr 40 min

2 hr 10 min

1 hr 30 min

Shinkansen
Trains 

Trains 

Trains 

Trains 

Trains 

Trains 

Trains 

Trains 

Car

Car

Car

Car

Airplane
Trains 

Car

Car

Car

Route Time

http://www.town.katsuragi.wakayama.jp/top/bus.html

To where How Route Time
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FOOD/SHOPPING
012 Amano Bongu P09

009 Amanomai/Vegetables P08

044 Anpo-gaki persimmon P28

039 Izakaya Batayan P25

038 Izakaya Musashi P25

036 Isaki-tei P24

053 Ayu-zushi by Ichiriki P30

035 West Coast P23

033 Utsuwato cafe mute. P22

037 Esquisse P24

052 Kakinoha-zushi P30

011 Café Kyakuden P09

046 Icecream by Kamukamu Bazaar P28

057 Kishu Katsuragi Kawakami-zake P31

049 Milk by Kimura Bokujo P29

034 Gallery & Cafe Noji P23

045 Kurumi Mochi P28

032 Konnyaku Kobo P22

043 Sapporo Ramen Nishimura P27

010 Shiki Urara P09

040 Shofukutei P26

055 Goma-dofu by Daikaku Sohonpo P31

051 Taishi no Mizu P29

041 Nikenme Hanten P26

050 Papillo Butter Pan P29

054 Jako-zushi by Benkei Shokuhin P30

048 Croquette by Matsushita Seiniku-ten P29

047 Canned mikan orange P29

056 Tofu by Moriwaki Tofu Ten P31

042 Ramen Soko P27

Sites & Shops
060 Kaki no Chaya  P35

058 Katsuragi Onsen Happuno-Yu P34

067 Katsuragi Chuo Sogo Senka-jo P37

059 Kiikogen Golf Club P34

014 Kobaradokutsu Kyoryu Land & Gokurakudo P11

006 Sanso Ama no Sato P08

016 Hanazono Onsen Kaho no Sato P12

020 Hanazono Ajisaien P13

018 Campgrounds in Hanazono P12

019 Hanazono Green Park P13

017 Hanazonomoriguchi Furusatomura P12

062 Road Station Katsuragi Nishi P35

063 Katsuragi Chamber of Commerce Antenna P35

 Shop, Road Station Katsuragi Nishi 

061 Road Station Kinokawa Manyo no Sato P35

007 Yuzuriha P08

Highlights
001 Amano no Sato P04

086 Aritoshi-jinja P47

081 Imose-yama P46

074 Odaiyosui Tatsunotoi P44

064 Persimmon P37

070 Katsuragi Koen Heiwa Kinen Zo P41

068 Katsuragi’s mascots P37

076 Katsuragi no Meisui P44

022 Kaya no Ki P14

085 Kariba-myojin Yane Togiishi P47

078 Kiinokuni Kasedanosho Ezu P45

013 Kyodaihekiga P11

002 Views from Koya Sankei-michi P05

 Choishi-michi & Futatsu-Torii

073 Koya Sankei-michi Mitani-zaka P43

015 Kongo no Taki P11

071 Cycling Road P41

029 Sanju no Taki P18

026 Kushigaki in Shigo P17

069 Jigose no Kusunoki P40

083 Shokakuji P46

084 Sunekoishi P47

079 Chusei Nokoyo Suiro Ato Mongakuyu P45

087 Nakaiburi Iseki P47

072 Niusakadono-jinja no Oicho P42

003 Niutsuhime-jinja P07

021 Hanazono Trekking Courses P13

066 Grapes  P37

080 Funaoka-yama P46

028 Bunzo no Taki P18

077 Horaisan-jinja P45

027 Horikoshishaku Kannon P17

008 Firefly  P08

065 Peach P37

075 Yakushi no Taki P44

082 Yamato-kaido P46

031 Wadaiko  P19

EVENT
004 Amano no Ondamatsuri P07

098 Katsuragi Ondo P55

100 Katsuragi Sangyo Matsuri P55

095 Katsuragi Natsu Matsuri P55

096 Kinokawa Manyo no Sato Marathon P55

030 Senryo Odori in Shigo P19

023 Taimatsuoshi P15

024 Hanazono no Ondamai P15

025 Hanazono no Hotoke no Mai P15

005 Hanamorisai P07

099 Bankokki P55

097 Hoshizora no Tsudoi P55

OUR PEOPLE & COMPANIES
090 Kimiko Kishida P50

091 Nenji Kobayashi P50

089 Tomiyo Komori P49

092 Mokkoku Tamura P50

094 TSUNO Co., Ltd. (rice bran oil) P51

093  Mizobata Shiko Printing Co., Ltd. P51 

(chopstick wrapper)

088 Ryushin Yasutake  P48

I N D E X
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●FOOD/SHOPPING　●Sites & Shops　●Highlights　●EVENT　●Our people and companies全 体 M A P

AG CI EK BH DJ FL

AG CI EK BH DJ FL
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●FOOD/SHOPPING　●Sites & Shops　●Highlights　●EVENT　●Our people and companies
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